The Ball Foundation 
A very popular multidimensional scaling (MDS) method for studying individual differences in perceptions of various stimulus domains is the INDSCAL method developed by Carroll and Chang (1970) . A basic problem with INDSCAL, as with other scaling methods, is the problem of evaluating how well the model and method fit real data, that is, goodness-of-fit.
In the context of two-way nonmetric MDS, which involves the analysis of a symmetric matrix of proximities among ~a stimuli, several monte carlo studies (Klahr, 1969; Levine, 1978;  Spence & Ogilvie, 1973; Stenson & Knoll, 1969; Wagenaar & Padmos, 1971) have been conducted to provide practitioners with chance or random baselines of Kruskal's (1964a Kruskal's ( , 1964b fit index called stress.
In the context of three-way nonmetric MDS, which involves the analysis of an N symmetric matrix of proximities, MacCallum (1981) provided stress values for random data using ALSCAL (Takane, Young, & de Leeuw, 1977 This involved several steps. First, for each combination of TV and n shown in Table i several lower-half matrices (replications) of order A~ X n X n were constructed by randomly sampling elements from a uniform distribution in the interval 0 to 1. The uniform distribution was chosen for the sake of comparability with other studies (e.g., 1~~~~~.ll~m~ 1981); only a few data sets were generated for the largest values of N and n because obtained R, values were very stable across replications. There were 141 random data sets representing 19 combinations of N and M, essentially covering sample sizes from 3 to 30 and numbers of stimuli from 10 to ~-0. ,~~~or~d9 each data set generated was input to an INDSCAL program (~r~z~.~sl~~9 1975) and scaled in two through five dimensions, with the maximum number of iterations set to 40 and data specified as a lower-half dissimilarity matrix without diagonals.
1~~~~t9 for each solution, the value of R, was recorded and means of Ri were computed for each combination of l~9 n, and r, the number of dimensions; there were 76 means of Ri representing various In practice, a user should compare the observed R, values from real data to the estimated expected values computed using the above equation. If an observed R, value is not substantially higher than the estimated expected value for random data, the data should be rejected as being random. As an illustration, take an example with N = 20, n = 10, and r = 3. The expected value of R, for random data with these parameters would be computed as follows:
so that E(J?j) = .5141. Thus, if an R, value obtained from real data was not substantially higher than .5141, the data should be rejected as having a random structure. Although ranges of N and n investigated in this study were typical of those encountered in empirical research, results reported here are, strictly spe~~ir~~9 limited to those specified in Table 1. In short, the present study provides users of INDSCAL with a simple and easy-to-use equation for accurately estimating expected values of R, for random data, which can then be used to draw inferences regarding the fit of data by INDSCAL. However, results of this study cannot be used directly to determine the ~'awae~.~~&reg;r~~li~ of a given set of data. Although it is tempting to compare the series of observed and expected R, values and look for the point at which the two sets of values cross to determine the true dimensionality of the data, analogous to the parallel analysis technique developed by Montanelli and Humphreys (1976) for factor analysis, this type of procedure could not work in MDS because R-, is s measuring overallfit in a given number of dimensions (h4acCallum, 1981) .
Results of this study may be used indirectly, however, to help decide the dimensionality by comparing observed increments in Rj against expected increments in Ri. For example, taking parameters from the previous illustration, l~l = ~0 n = 10, and a~ _ ~ the expected R, is .5141. For r = 4-, the expected Ri is .5816; an expected increment &reg;f . ~ ~ ~ 6 -. ~ i 41 1 = .0675. Therefore, if the observed increment in going from three dimensions to four dimensions is not greater than .0675, there is little justification for retaining the fourth dimension.
In order to study the dimensionality problem more completely (Levine, 1978) and to provide more confidence in drawing inferences regarding the ,~~~~~ta~~~ in the data, more information is needed about the behavior of Ri for data that fit the INDSCAL model (Maccallum, 1981) . °1 Means and standard deviations of R I for 76 conditions are available from the author upon request.
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